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Impedance Spectroscopy of Arrays


Sensors and Sensor Arrays


Corrosion Science and Corrosion Inhibitors


Publications, Links and Research that use the MMA 900/910


Publications, Links and Research that use the MMA 900/910


Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, download at [http://www.inl.gov/materialscience/biocorrosion/meam.shtml](http://www.inl.gov/materialscience/biocorrosion/meam.shtml)
Publications, Links and Research that use the MMA 900/910

Combinatorial Electrochemistry and Materials Science


Dalhousie University: Design and Testing of Sixty-four Channel Combinatorial Electrochemical Cell, download at [http://fizz.phys.dal.ca/~dahn/64combinicell.html](http://fizz.phys.dal.ca/~dahn/64combinicell.html)


